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Waste

Hazardous waste

Non-hazardous waste

Used oils

Waste is defined as any residue of a process of production, transformation or use, any sub-
stance, material, product or more generally any movable goods abandoned or destined to be 
abandoned by its holder.

Hazardous waste may present a danger to human beings or to the environment.
Examples: Contaminated soil, cloths, or packaging, and waste containing hydrocarbons.

Hazardous waste is indicated by an asterisk in the European list of waste codes. Example: Con-
taminated packaging:15 01 10 *.

Waste carrying no specific risk to human beings or to the environment. However, such waste 
must be transported and handled without causing a nuisance (e.g. without spilling onto roads).
Examples: Contents of septic tanks, clean packaging, paper / cardboard.

There is no asterisk against this type of waste in the European list (Note: Some waste codes 
ending in 99 may however be hazardous and therefore covered by Section 3.3.) Example: 
Clean cardboard packaging: 15 01 01.

Mineral or synthetic oils that have become no longer fit for their original purpose after use, but 
which could be used as a feed material to a recycling or regeneration process, or as an industrial 
fuel.

Examples include: Dirty oils (used engine oil, quench oils, rolling oils, wire drawing oils, and ma-
chining oils), and clean oils (transformer oils, hydraulic oils, and turbine oils).

The following are excluded from this category: Oils containing PCBs or PCTs, used cooking oils, 
and cutting fluids.
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Waste Tracking Sheet (BSD)

Asbestos Waste Tracking Sheet (BSDA)

Customs and Excise Declaration (DFA)

A document which must accompany hazardous waste from production to disposal. This docu-
ment may include annexes. This type of document may also be used for non-hazardous waste. It 
must be retained for a period of five years.

Official forms
> Cerfa 11351*02: Clinical waste
> Cerfa 12571*01: Other hazardous waste (except asbestos or international waste transfers).

A document which must accompany waste containing asbestos from production to disposal. It 
must be retained for a period of five years. This document may include an annex if waste from 
several sources is to be combined.

Official forms
> Cerfa 11861*02.

A Customs and Excise Declaration must accompany all hydrocarbon waste and residues when 
they are being transported from their place of production to their final destination.
Such a declaration must be completed by every producer of hydrocarbon waste or residues 
(company or individual).
A declaration form may be offered to the customer, but it is the responsibility of the producer to 
complete it.
In the declaration, the producer (on their sole responsibility) certifies the provenance, taxation 
status, quantity, characteristics and destination of the waste or residues, together with the identi-
ties of the producer and collector.

The types of taxation status specified in the DFA:
• In bond: The tax due on the petroleum products has not yet been paid. Example: Refinery or 
bonded warehouse.
• Exonerated or exempt: The producer is exonerated or exempt from paying tax on the petrole-
um products. Example: A petroleum product not used as a road or heating fuel (degreaser), fuel 
for marine vessels.
• Tax paid: The tax on the petroleum products has already been paid.
Example: Hydrocarbons resulting from cleaning a fuel tank owned by an individual or a company 
of a type other than those given in the other examples above.
The declaration must be retained for a period of five years (unless a longer period is specified in 
the prefectoral decree).

Official forms
> Cerfa 10329*01.
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Waste Identification Sheet (FID)

Prior Acceptance Certificate (CAP)

Temporary storage

Repackaging

Document completed by the producer of the waste giving its characteristics.

Collection of small quantities of a single type of waste

Transformation and treatment

Document confirming acceptance of the waste, subject to certain conditions, by its final 
destination facility. The period of validity of the document is determined by the facility con-
cerned. The number of the currently valid CAP must be entered onto the BSD.

Process in which the waste is unloaded, stored and subsequently reloaded without being 
treated in any way or combined with any other waste.

Operation in which the packaging of the waste is changed without making any changes to 
the type of waste or combining it with any other waste. After temporary storage and re-
packaging, it remains possible to return the waste in its entirety to the producer.

Collection or collection round dedicated to a single type of waste (same common name or 
same classification in the European list of waste types. The term ‘small quantities’ is taken 
to mean quantities of less than 0.1 tonne of waste per producer.

Operation to collect waste of a similar type, carry out physical and chemical treatments, and 
finally recycle or dispose of the waste as either an intermediate or final stage in its treat-
ment. A transformation operation always requires a subsequent operation. A set of D/R 
codes (D = disposal, R = recycling) have been defined for these operations.
The required documentation should distinguish between a transformation operation in 
which the provenance of the waste remains identifiable (e.g. collection of similar waste) 
from a transformation operation in which this information is lost
(e.g. The manufacture of a substitute fuel for a cement works).
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